The origin and extent of coarse-grained regularities in protein internal packing.
Despite the suitability of various lattice geometries for coarse-grained modeling of proteins, the actual packing geometry of residues in folded structures has remained largely unexplored. A strong tendency to assume a regular packing geometry is shown here by optimally reorienting and superimposing clusters of neighboring residues from databank structures examined on a coarse-grained (single-site-per-residue) scale. The orientation function (or order parameter) of the examined coordination clusters with respect to fcc lattice directions is found to be 0.82. The observed geometry, which may be termed an incomplete distorted face-centered cubic (fcc) packing, is apparently favored by the drive to maximize packing density, in a fashion analogous to the way identical spheres pack densely and follow fcc geometry. About 2/3 of all residues obey this packing geometry, while the remainder occupy other context-dependent positions. The preferred coordination directions show relatively small variations over the various amino acid types, consistent with uniform residue viewpoint. Both the extremes of solvent-exposed and completely buried residue neighborhoods approximate the same generic packing, the only difference being in the numbers (and not the orientations) of coordination sites that are occupied (or left void for solvent occupancy). We observe the prevalence of a rather uniform (tight) residue packing density throughout the structure, including even the residues packed near solvent-exposed regions. The observed orientation distribution reveals an underlying, intrinsic orientation lattice for proteins.